LASER KITTENS
Quickstart scenario: Pennsylvania Avenue School for Wayward Kittens
This quickstart guide is meant to give you the basics that you need to play a game of Laser Kittens. We've given
you a pre-prepared setup with pre-generated characters, so you can jump right into playing.
To play, you will need:
• 3-5 players
• Two decks of regular poker cards
• Printouts of the attached character sheets (cut each page in half to make two sheets) and house sheet

SETUP
Set the house sheet in the center of the playing area. Everyone should look at it and familiarize themselves with
what is going on at Knoll St. School for Wayward Kittens, and who the NPCs are. The professors are the adult
cats who will help you learn to grow up and be awesome kitties.
Each player should select one of the six pre-generated character sheets. The character's name, laser, and classes
are already picked out. Players should think a bit about what their character is like, and jot down some notes in
the “description” section. Remember, as a tiny kitten you won't have a long backstory yet. Think about what kind
of impulses or poor judgment might drive your kitten. These will be the things that get you into trouble, and
which you'll try to overcome as the story progresses. Players should also decide what their kitten looks like, and

even sketch a picture if they feel so inclined.
Remove the face cards (Jack, Queen, King) and jokers from the two decks of cards and then shuffle all of the
number cards and aces together. Deal a hand of five cards to each player. Also give each player another five
cards, which they should set face-down beside their character sheet without looking at them. These face-down
cards are for your laser. Place the remaining deck in the center of the playing area, with room beside it for a
discard pile.

CARDS
The core mechanics of the game involve playing cards from one's hand. Black cards are treated as positive
numbers, and red cards as negative – so cards range from +10 to -10.
Whenever a player plays a card for any reason, they place it in the discard pile and immediately draw back up to
5. Whenever the deck is exhausted, shuffle the discard pile and make it the new deck.

CLASS CAPTAIN
The game proceeds in a series of scenes, each led by a Class Captain.
At the start of each scene, players bid on being the Class Captain. To do this, go around the table and give each
player a chance to propose a premise for the next scene. The premise should be short, just a sentence or two –
“Monks comes to yell at us for taking his catnip mouse,” “When we get the door open we find that it goes to the
furnace room,” and “Rae tries to take the injured kittens to the vet” are all good scene premises. Each premise
should be at least slightly different, but it's OK to propose a similar premise to someone else, if you like the
general idea but you want to be the one in control of the scene. For example, “Ben bursts into the room” and
“We hear Ben coming, but we have time to act before he gets there” are good alternate premises. Of course, two
scene premises can be completely different, taking place in different locations or taking the story in very
different directions. That's why being Class Captain is fun – it lets you shape the direction of the story!
Each player who proposed a premise then places one card from their hand face down as their bid. All bidders
reveal them at the same time. The highest card wins, and that player becomes Class Captain. If only one player
proposed a scene premise, they should still play and discard a bid. It is permissible to deliberately bid low if you
like another player's scene premise better than your own. Being the only player to propose a scene, or
deliberately low-bidding against another player, are good ways to get rid of bad cards from your hand!
Once a player has been Class Captain, they may not bid to be Class Captain in the next scene. In a 3-player
game, a player may be Class Captain two scenes in a row, but not three.
Once the class captain is chosen, each player who wants their character to be in the scene should flip over one of
the face-down cards in their laser. The Captain may not force a player to be in a scene that they don't want to be
in. Players should be able to explain why their character is or is not in the scene if it's not obvious (e.g. “I was in
the last scene at this location, but I'm not in this one because I ran away and hid” or “I'm in this scene because I
showed up just as the action got started.”)
The Class Captain sets the premise of a scene, directing what happens in the environment and controlling any
NPCs that are involved. Players direct their own character's actions and reactions to the events set out by the
Captain. The Captain's character may or may not be in the scene. If they are, the Captain controls the scene as
well as their own character's actions. You may wish to make a general rule for the whole group about whether it's
permissible for the Class Captain's character to be in scenes.

The Class Captain also has the responsibility of declaring when the scene ends. Sometimes, the scene will go
until there is a pause in the action. Sometimes the scene will go until a big decision has finally been made or a
big conflict has occurred. And sometimes, the Captain may want to end the scene on a cliffhanger (e.g. “we've
successfully gotten the door open – but what will we find on the other side?”). Basically, the scene ends when
the Captain decides it's time to let someone else decide (by bidding to be the new Class Captain) where the story
should go next.

CONFLICTS
Any time there is an uncertain outcome, or when two characters (PCs or NPCs) want different things to happen,
it is known as a “conflict.” A conflict could be a physical fight or athletic feat, an attempt to persuade another
character of something, or a search for an object or piece of information. The Captain is the final authority on
whether something should be treated as a conflict.
If there is a conflict between two characters in a scene, it is resolved with a single-card bid. Both parties to the
conflict secretly choose a card from their hand, then reveal them at the same time. The highest card prevails.
Both bid cards are then discarded and the players draw new cards.
If a conflict involves the topic of a class the character has an A in, the player should draw 2 additional cards
before making their choice. After choosing their bid, any cards drawn in this manner that were not used should
be discarded. If a conflict involves a class the character has a C in, the player must shuffle their hand and
randomly set aside two cards before choosing what card to bid. After bidding, cards set aside in this manner are
returned to the player's hand.
The Class Captain has the final say in whether a player can apply their A class or has to apply their C class. It's
best to be flexible and generous about applying class skills. If a task is thematically related to a class, go for it!
If a third player wishes to help one or another party to a conflict, they bid a card in the same manner (including
accounting for classes they are good or bad at). The team with the single highest card prevails.
Many times a conflict will be against an NPC or some element of the inanimate world. For example, a kitten
may be trying to open a box in the kitchen, or catch a bug, or run away from the vacuum. In this case, the
Captain should draw three cards from the deck, choose one, and discard the rest. This card is the NPC or world's
bid. The player bids in the normal way to try to beat it. The Class Captain may deliberately choose a lower card
if they want to make the challenge easier for the player.
If the Class Captain's character is involved in a challenge with the world, the Captain should choose their own
bid (from their hand) before drawing cards to choose the world's bid. If multiple characters are attempting to do
the same thing (e.g. all of the kittens are trying to get up the stairs), the Class Captain may select a single world
bid and have all of the players bid against it, revealing all of the cards at once.
The aim of a challenge is to decide who controls the story. If a player succeeds in a conflict, they get to narrate
how things work out for them. If a player fails, the Class Captain describes what happens. Failures should lead to
interesting unintended consequences for the players!
If there is a tie during a challenge, the kittens are affected by a distraction – something comes along that takes
the action in a direction perpendicular to what had been happening before. When there is a tie, the player who
initiated the challenge should point to one of the NPCs or place elements on the map of the house that was not
involved in the scene, and describe how that thing suddenly creates a distraction. The distraction should be
something that makes the action the player was trying to accomplish irrelevant. For example, if a character was
trying to get up on the counter but got a tie in their bid, perhaps the dog comes running into the room and spooks
the kittens, or perhaps they suddenly remember that the house is out of wet food and they need to go resolve that

problem first.

LASERS
At any time, a character may choose to use their laser during a scene. Your laser gives you a special extra power,
that can be useful in accomplishing your goals – or could backfire dramatically! To use their laser, a player flips
all of their laser cards face-up and adds them up, with red cards counted as negative numbers and black as
positive. A total above 0 is a Win. The player gets to narrate the effects of the laser. The laser should do some
super cool thing. Maybe it summons a flock of birds to your aid, or zaps all of the broken dishes so that they
become whole again, or lets you make an astounding jump up into the window to get back into the house.
A total 0 or below is a Fail. The Captain narrates how the laser backfires, causing harm or destruction or
unwanted consequences.
The nature of the laser's effects should be scaled to the total on the cards – e.g. a +15 Win should be more
impressive than a +4 Win. Laser cards are then discarded, and the player puts five new cards face-down into
their laser from the draw pile. A player may only use their laser once per scene.
When your laser goes off, you must say its name in a high-pitched voice: pew pew pew pew pew!
At the end of each scene, each character who was in the scene gets a chance to replace one of the cards in their
laser. This is useful for trying to make your laser better, so that you'll get a bigger Win when it goes off. The
Captain should draw cards from the deck equal to the total number of players.
Then the Captain declares whether each character acted in a way that was mature and responsible, or immature
and impulsive. Based on this judgment, the Captain may give each player one of the cards that they just drew.
The Captain does not have to give a card to every player. Any cards not handed out should be discarded.
Each player who receives a card from the Captain must swap it for a card in their laser, discarding the old laser
card. The card they replace may be either face-up or face-down. The player should put the new card in the same
orientation (face up or down) as the one it replaced.
Kittens can only maintain control of their laser for so long! When a player flips over the fourth card in their laser
to join a scene (i.e. they only have one face-down card left), their laser must go off in that scene, whether it's
useful or not. The Captain may trigger the laser of a character who has four face-up cards, setting it off it without
the player’s consent. When a laser goes off due to loss of control, a Win may simply be a harmless discharge of
the energy – or it may unexpectedly accomplish something good that the player didn't deliberately aim at.

END GAME
Eventually, the action in the game will come to a climax. By general consensus, the players should decide that a
certain scene was the last. What happens next depends on whether you are playing a single-session or multisession game.
The climax scene should be followed by an epilogue. Go around the table and have each player narrate what
happens to their character when they go back to the Humane Society and get adopted by their forever home.
What kind of humans do they get? How do their experiences at KSSWK shape their life going forward?

HOUSE SHEET

Situations:
•
•
•

A major diplomatic delegation from Brazil has arrived.
The staff has been decorating the whole place for Christmas
Someone just left the nuclear launch codes laying around.

Non-player characters:
•
•
•
•
•

Professor Socks. Everyone knows that Socks is the one who is really running the country. He worked
his way up from the mean streets of Arkansas and believes he has earned his authority.
Professor India. She is often overlooked among the other White House pets, and that's just the way she
likes it.
Human: The President. A newly elected president has a lot of work to do. But being leader of the free
world leaves no time for petting kitties!
Human: The Ghost of Abraham Lincoln. An insubstantial apparition, who believes cats are smarter
than the whole human Cabinet.
Dog: Bo. A proud and proper aristocrat, with unfailing loyalty to the President.

CHARACTER SHEET
Feline Delano Roosevelt
Description:

Laser
Few few few: Plenty becomes scarcity. Things disappear. The many have become one.

Classes
International Relations: A
Parkour:
B
Interior Design:
C
Geometry:
A
Music:
B

CHARACTER SHEET
Richard Nixkitten
Description:

Laser
Clue clue clue: Important information becomes known to those who want it bad enough.

Classes
International Relations: C
Parkour:
A
Interior Design:
B
Geometry:
A
Music:
B

CHARACTER SHEET
Meowtha Washington
Description:

Laser
Loo loo loo: Grants control over the litterbox, the most important of kitten appliances.

Classes
International Relations: B
Parkour:
C
Interior Design:
A
Geometry:
B
Music:
A

CHARACTER SHEET
Hillary Kitten
Description:

Laser
Zoo zoo zoo: Non-felines of the world appear – at the window, on TV, or in your home.

Classes
International Relations: A
Parkour:
A
Interior Design:
B
Geometry:
C
Music:
B

CHARACTER SHEET
Jacqueline Kittedy
Description:

Laser
Drew drew drew: Humans make all these funny little pictures on papers. Maybe instead of just sitting on them,
you can figure out what they mean, or even make your own.

Classes
International Relations: C
Parkour:
B
Interior Design:
B
Geometry:
A
Music:
A

CHARACTER SHEET
Purrbert Hoover
Description:

Laser
Eww eww eww: Sometimes kittens make a mess. If you have a poop butt or a gravy mohawk, surely you can
use this to your advantage.

Classes
International Relations: A
Parkour:
B
Interior Design:
B
Geometry:
C
Music:
A

